
Kadamba Envirer App

Planting saplings was never so easy till the advent of Kadamba Envirer App
You can now plant, locate & monitor trees, anywhere in India besides earning rewards

Nation’s 1st Environmental App



Current Magnitude of the Problem

Climate Change is the reality; Carbon Dioxide levels in the air are at their
highest in last 650,000 years besides Global avg. temp. for 2017 was the
3rd warmest in 138-year climate record, 2016 being the warmest.



• Latest report of UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) warns severe consequences of Global Warming in our country
with wrath of calamities like floods & heat waves occurring
frequently & reducing the GDP

• Fine particulate matter (PM 2.5) pollution between 1998 & 2016
indicates India is far worse than China

• Average per capita carbon emission in Urban India is 3.5 tons/annum
& 1.2 tons/annum for rest of India

• Air pollution (2017) killed 1.24 million Indians – 50% younger than
70 years, lowering country’s average life expectancy by 1.7 years
(Lancet Study report)

• Deaths in India rose to 30% due to extreme weather conditions
(2004-2014)

“India becoming the most polluted country

in the world”



This  is  where  Forest  comes  in

Reducing deforestation & intensifying afforestation
is the most realistic path to achieve this goal

National Forest Policy 1952 proposed that 60% of
the land in the hills, 20% in the plains and in all 33%
of the total geographical area should be under
forest/tree cover

According to the Ministry of Environment, Forest &
Climate Change (MoEFCC) states that the total forest
& tree cover in India is 802,088 sq.kms, which is
24.39% of the geographical area of the country.

“A significant shortfall”



At Kadamba Envirer, we believe that our planet can only be saved when we all
take responsible steps to reduce our CO2 emissions & offset equal amount of
unavoidable CO2 emissions

Our Solution

Kadamba Envirer offers a unique platform for everyone to plant trees with a
simple method leveraging TECHNOLOGY



• Kadamba Foundation & Envirer together will support
environment conservation mission under this Sapling Planting
App, besides raising funds for the same objective

• Envirer being the technology partner for Kadamba Foundation
which facilitates those corporates, trading houses & individuals
that do not have their own space to plant saplings

• Kadamba Foundation agrees to plant host of native species of
trees as per the plantation location

• Kadamba Foundation will also be responsible for planting the
saplings, tagging and scanning the codes, thus enabling the
Corporates / trading concerns & individual users on the front
end to identify the geo location & images of their planted trees
on the Kadamba Envirer App / Portal

About Kadamba Envirer



Mission

“To improve the environmental quality of the world by partnering with 
individuals, communities and corporate to work together to create a 

clean & safe place for us to live & the generations to come”

Kadamba Envirer brings a unique proposition for organizations and
individuals to give it back to the environment while creating a strong
business ecosystem for all the stakeholders and be a part of the
change.

Kadamba Envirer
India’s 1st Environmental App



How does it work?

User gets his carbon emission score using carbon calculator
on Kadamba Envirer App & gets to know the number of
saplings he needs to plant to offset his CO2 emissions

User then chooses one/multiple trees from our portfolio &
specifies the location where he/she would like to plant the
saplings & pays accordingly

Kadamba Envirer assigns Tree ID to the user with geo-
location & images of the planted sapling which are made
accessible on the App

For each planted sapling user is incentivized by offering
carbon points which could be redeemed from our different
partners

Post one year, AMC of ₹ 99/- per year would be charged to
maintain the tree life for the next 10 years



What is there for the User?

User redeems Carbon points with various partner organizations & 
gain benefits | Brand logos are symbolic representation

When a sapling gets planted it gets geo-tagged with a
unique code which enables the user to have real time
location of his planted sapling

Once the sapling is planted, the Carbon points of the exact
invoice amount is credited to the user which could be
redeemed for services & products with various partner
organizations

Post 2nd year onwards, user pays AMC for the planted
saplings & earns high ROI on his investments

Partner Organizations benefit by acquiring users at low
cost, i.e., by redeeming 200 carbon points a user gets
additional 5% discount on Domino’s on a minimum
purchase of ₹ 1000/-



What is there for the  Organization?

Organization 
to have  
dedicated 
forest

Saplings physically  
planted with a 
unique code & geo 
tagged

Planted trees 
starts
off setting 
carbon

Organization 
earn 2 carbon 
points everyday 
for the tree they 
plant  adding to 
their e-wallet

Organizations gifts  
the collected 
carbon  points as 
rewards to  their 
employees

Your employees 
use  the reward 
points to  shop 
with our  
partnered  
organizations

Organization can also plant trees / create private labelled forest & every planted tree geo tagged with a unique code. With this plan,
organization earns carbon points against each tree planted.

Organizations can use the earned carbon points to incentivize their employees which they can further redeem with our other partnered
organizations.

Organizations can showcase the carbon offset done by the trees planted by them as part of their green initiative.

Positioning of the brand as a company making a positive impact on the environment



• Customer retention is the key

• Kadamba Envirer App has been conceptualized as a customer retention & acquisition tool for our partner organizations improving the LTV
(Life time value) of the end customer

• With approx. 50% return on investment to the end users by giving CP in their wallet which is redeemed with partnered organizations on
Kadamba Envirer Platform, we’re converting a customer to a frequent customer & also retaining the customer for both Kadamba Envirer
& partner organizations

Market fit for businesses

Kadamba Envirer has been conceptualized to attain triple bottom line; Social, Environmental & Financials 

Social- With plantation in the rural & tribal areas, organizations will be helping in creating jobs for the farmers, tribal people/communities

Environment- By allowing redemption & promoting more plantation, a measurable & auditable impact on the carbon offset can be seen

Financials- Increased customer retention rate leads to positive impact on the bottom line



The face of the App

We suggest the users to plant high 
impact trees to offset CO2 from the 
atmosphere

Total carbon offset by the entire 
Kadamba Envirer community

Wide variety of trees to choose from

Various planting offers to choose from 

Showcasing the various  merchant 
offers to users to  choose from

CALCULATE YOUR CARBON IMPACT  ON THE PLANET 
Aim:  Go Carbon Neutral!



Monitoring | CP Rewards

CP has a number of utilities which can be redeemed against a number
of product and services

CP acts as a reward for doing good and contributing to the environment.

Kadamba-Envirer maintains &
uploads the images of the tree’s
progress, so that, our users can
look at the trees they planted
under the ‘My Trees’ section of the
app



Joy of Planting | Green Profile

User gets a referral code which he/she
could share with all their friends &
family

For each signup, a user gets 100 CP as
a referral bonus

100 CP would be credited to the
referee’s wallet when their referrals
sign up on the App

Showcase your Green Profile impact to the
community

See the planted trees of your fellow community
members

Wallets are open ledgers making it a truly
transparent system

Gift a tree to users on occasions like birthdays
or anniversaries



+91- 9902406800

rpmaiya@netriter.com

www.envirer.com
www.kadambafoundation.in

CONTACT US

#740, 10th Main, 33rd A Cross, 4th Block, Jayanagar, Bengaluru 560 011

DOWNLOAD APP

http://www.envirer.com/

